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The internet is a tool for sensemaking 
and might as well get good at it 



Sensemaking

Organizing and structuring new information to build coherent mental 
models and improve future decision-making

Pirolli, P., & Card, S. (2005)
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How to get from individual to collective 
sensemaking?

Stigmergy!

- Phenomena of indirect coordination mediated by environment 
modifications

- Agents make modifications which other agents react to (e.g. ants 
making pheromone trails)

DAVID MORGAN, E. (2009), Trail pheromones of ants. 
Physiological Entomology, 34: 1-17



“Neurons” of collective intelligence

- Stigmergic feedback loops: “neurons” (~basic unit) of emergent 
collective intelligence

- Environments act as a distributed memory system for a collective 
organism (?!)
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How not to build collective intelligence: 
commercially-owned neurons

Agent: Users

1) Isolated, 
unaware users

2) Opaque, 
monoculture, 
centralized 
data/algos



Platforms control our attention because they control the digital markers 
of our attention (sensemaking data)



Regaining control of our collective senses

- Open source sensemaking - like open source software, but for 
sensemaking data!

- Empower people to own, control and share their sensemaking data
- Decentralize the stigmergic feedback loop! 
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How to build collective intelligence: 
collectively-owned neurons

1) Awareness of 
role in broader 
ecosystem

2) Open data, 
plural algos
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Personal ‘Orbs’ as interoperable neurons

- All my marks are under my self-sovereign control
- They are a pointillist self-portrait, my aura
- Represented as an evolving graph / network

- Of what I’m paying attention to
- Who I interact with
- Other semantic and contextual data

- Stored in a Personal Online Datastore 
- Aka EDV (encrypted data vault) 
- E.g. Memri POD

- I decide who has access to what parts of my Orb

https://medium.com/transmute-techtalk/encrypted-data-vaults-c794055b170e
https://gitlab.memri.io/memri/pod


Communities - connected Orbs

- Individuals can agree to share Orbs
- E.g. via Object Capabilities
- Spritely has a lot of knowledge and expertise on Networked Communities

- Connected Orbs form synergistic networks
- My connections plus yours reveal interconnections among them
- E.g. Epidemiologist community reveals those most respected by their peers

- Synapses - relationships between Orbs
- Software can reveal how to people (orbs) relate to each other
- Levels of attention, respect
- Semantic context etc.

- What is a community ‘about’?
- Revealed in the interconnections

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Object-capability_model
https://spritely.institute/


Portable Communities 

- Vast majority of ‘communities’ are siloed
- Conference attendees, Zoom participants
- Facebook groups, Discords, Slacks
- Citation networks

- Need persistent, composable, app-independent communities
- What is the intersection of attendees of two conferences? Who among them cites 

each others papers?

- Graph as minimal representation of a community
- Nodes and edges = humans and their relationships
- Orbs and synapses
- Easily composed and federated

- Communities as first-class entities; can have relationships with apps 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/19E6VndzUNgYzN5chAZVHH2_nL2ORFcDW0bPX9ejJYNk/edit?usp=sharing


Collective Auto-Curation (sensemaking?) 

- Communities as emergent editorial boards
- Union of all marks
- Software distills and sensemakes automatically



Self-sovereign access control

What applications / entities can access what parts of my orb or 
community data?



Collective Sensemaking Networks

TL;DR - like social media, but 

- Instead of sharing posts - share “sensemarks” - rich structured 
Semantic Web objects expressing our relations with content/people 
online

- We own our marks, not platforms



Posts

Social Media Platforms Collective Sensemaking Networks

Sensemarks

Publishing *new* 
content

Making sense of 
*existing content*



Common Sense Protocol

Common standards to help easily create, manage and find sensemarks.

- Interoperable: publish sensemarks from variety of apps
- Discoverable: easy to find (visible) sensemarks associated with 

particular content/account 
- Modular: easy to build apps over sensemark data



Tech-augmented cognition for complex physical 
environments
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Big Platforms

Interoperate using 
protocols for sensemaking 
markers!

Independent PKM platforms

Current

Proposed



Thanks!


